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Abstract

A bilingual advantage in a form of a better performance of bilinguals in tasks tapping into

executive function abilities has been reported repeatedly in the literature. However, recent

research defends that this advantage does not stem from bilingualism, but from uncontrolled

factors or imperfectly matched samples. In this study we explored the potential impact of

bilingualism on executive functioning abilities by testing large groups of young adult bilin-

guals and monolinguals in the tasks that were most extensively used when the advantages

were reported. Importantly, the recently identified factors that could be disrupting the

between groups comparisons were controlled for, and both groups were matched. We

found no differences between groups in their performance. Additional bootstrapping analy-

ses indicated that, when the bilingual advantage appeared, it very often co-occurred with

unmatched socio-demographic factors. The evidence presented here indicates that the

bilingual advantage might indeed be caused by spurious uncontrolled factors rather than

bilingualism per se. Secondly, bilingualism has been argued to potentially affect working

memory also. Therefore, we tested the same participants in both a forward and a backward

version of a visual and an auditory working memory task. We found no differences between

groups in either of the forward versions of the tasks, but bilinguals systematically outper-

formed monolinguals in the backward conditions. The results are analysed and interpreted

taking into consideration different perspectives in the domain-specificity of the executive

functions and working memory.

Introduction

The core assumption of the bilingual advantage (BA) hypothesis [1] is that bilingualism pro-

vides enhanced executive function abilities as a consequence of the constant use of two lan-

guages. According to Miyake and Friedman’s model [2], the executive functions (EF)

encompass inhibition (i.e., the ability to suppress dominant or salient responses), shifting (the

capacity to switch between tasks), and monitoring (the ability to update the information in the
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working memory; see [2,3]). These components are necessary for the cognitive control of

human behaviour, and although they have been shown to be interrelated to some extent, they

are separated entities that contribute to behaviour in different manners [2]. Among these

behaviours, language control is of special interest to us: as the two languages that a bilingual

speaks are always active [4–6], bilinguals need to monitor and constantly update the demands

of the context they are immersed in and the speakers they are talking to, and switch to the tar-

get language and inhibit the non-target one (i.e., an efficient use of language control, see, for

example, the IC model, [7]). As it can be seen, language control makes use of EF mechanisms

[8]. Although EF abilities have been shown to have a strong genetic inheritance [9], some stud-

ies have shown that they can be improved with training [10–12]. Importantly, as EF have been

generally assumed to be domain-general (i.e., the same underlying mechanisms would be

responsible for language control and any other kind of executive control, see [13–15]), it could

be hypothesized that bilinguals’ high language control could positively impact language con-

trol skills, and transfer to and be captured in any situation that requires the use of domain-gen-

eral EF abilities. For example, this could transfer to tasks such as flanker [16], Simon [17] and

Stroop [18], which give an indication of participants’ general inhibitory abilities (but see [19])

when RTs and errors to congruent and incongruent trials are compared. In this line, some

bilingual samples have displayed better inhibitory abilities than monolinguals–i.e., smaller dif-

ferences between congruent and incongruent trials–in the Stroop [20], Simon [1,21,22] and

Flanker task [23], and this has been accounted by and related to the constant need of inhibiting

the non-target language (or stimulus) while managing two languages.

The bilingual advantage, however, is not only one of the most popular research topics in the

field of bilingualism nowadays, but also one of the most controversial ones as there is a grow-

ing debate regarding its existence and origin [24,25]. For example, Costa et al. [23] found that

bilinguals were overall faster than monolinguals in the flanker task (see also [26]), but both in

congruent and in incongruent trials. Better inhibitory abilities would only be expected to

improve responses to incongruent trials, they argued [27], so bilinguals’ overall faster perfor-

mance was linked to the bilinguals’ better monitoring abilities, stemming from their constant

need for overseeing the linguistic demands of the current environment in order to be able to

choose the appropriate language. Indeed, they only found faster overall reaction times in high-

monitoring versions of the task with a demanding enough environment ([27], see [1,26], for

similar conclusions; but see [19], for a discussion on the impurity of the use of global RTs as a

measure of monitoring). These mixed results prevent researchers from drawing strong conclu-

sions as to which EF component is enhanced by bilingualism, inhibition or monitoring.

Some authors have raised some concerns regarding the results and interpretation of the

bilingual advantage [24,28–31], arguing that the evidence favouring the BA is actually a conse-

quence of uncontrolled external factors, small sample sizes and task-dependent effects. Among

the former group, socio-economic status (SES), immigrant status and ethnicity background

have been shown to affect EF abilities [32–34], factors that tend to differ between bilingual and

monolingual individuals in certain populations. For example, immigrants–who tend to be

bilinguals–show better morbidity and mortality outcomes than non-immigrants around the

world [35–40], which is known as “the healthy immigrant” effect, displaying also a higher edu-

cational profile or IQ level [41–43] than non-immigrants. Those factors could potentially

cause differences between groups in EF, and there would be no way of disentangling the poten-

tial effects of bilingualism from those produced by the uncontrolled factors. Upon reviewing

the existing literature showing a bilingual advantage, one could find that the abovementioned

concern seems to be the rule more than the exception for the majority of the studies. We

observe studies in which SES was not controlled for [14,44], in which comparisons are made

between monolinguals and bilinguals that were tested in different countries [45], or in which
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the bilingual sample tested included the majority of immigrants [20]. Furthermore, when large

samples of participants are matched in the confounding variables [24], the bilingual advantage

systematically vanishes, with comparable performance or monolingual and bilingual children

[46–48], young adults [30] and older adults [49–52]. Very recently, Lehtonen et al. [53]

explored in detail 891 effect sizes from 152 different studies, both published and unpublished,

that compared bilinguals’ and monolinguals’ performance in six different EF tasks. They

found very little evidence supporting the bilingual advantage theory, which disappeared when

the observed publication bias was corrected for. In addition, and somehow confirming the low

reliability and replicability of the bilingual advantage effect, significant findings on bilingual

advantage happen principally when sample sizes are small (around n<30, see [31]). Further-

more, these effects are not always found across the tasks that are assumed to measure the same

construct of executive control [26]. As Paap and his colleagues argue, for the hypothesis of the

bilingual advantage to be coherently demonstrated, the advantage should be present at least in

two different tasks that tap into the same cognitive ability, and the markers of those tasks

should correlate, which seems not to be the case (see, for example, [30]). This little or no con-

vergent validity questions the domain-generality of the EF and, as a consequence, the improve-

ment transfer from language control training to enhanced EF provided by bilingualism.

Hence, the first aim of the present set of tasks is to test the reliability and replicability of the

bilingual advantage in EF. Similarly to what earlier studies of our group with children [46–48],

and the elderly [49], in the current study we tested large adult samples of bilinguals from a

bilingual community and monolinguals from a monolingual community of the same country

in the classic aforementioned tasks, while controlling for potentially confounding factors. To

further check for the influence of external factors, bootstrapping and regression analyses were

also conducted, given that it has been proposed that the effects suggesting a bilingual advan-

tage may emerge when samples are small and external sociodemographic factors are not con-

trolled for [24,30]. A bootstrapping analysis of different sample sizes would provide

information regarding how often a significant differential effect between bilinguals and mono-

linguals emerges with small samples, and how often this advantage co-occurs with unmatched

sociodemographic factors. Regression analysis would provide further information of how

much each of the external factors contributes to the final performance. Also, the assumption of

the domain-generality of the EF will be tested by running correlation analyses between the

indices obtained in different tasks [24].

Interestingly, the bilingual advantage has been recently associated with an enhancement of

working memory (WM) abilities as well, understood as the cognitive capacity to temporarily

hold information for processing [54]. Many studies have explored WM abilities and different

models have been proposed, but probably Baddeley and Hitch’s model [55] is the most widely

accepted one. These authors propose a multicomponent model, with a central executive system

that directs attention to, manipulates, and controls and integrates the flow of information

from and to the slave systems, the phonological loop (which stores verbal content) and the

visuo-spatial sketchpad (responsible of visuo-spatial information). Those two stores appear to

be independent, so even if one is being used the other would still be free. Similarly to what

occurs with EF, it has been shown that WM is also liable to be improved by training (see,

among many others, [56–59];but see also [60]; for evidence against the beneficial effects of

training in WM). Therefore, as managing languages that are constantly competing for selec-

tion requires the use of WM resources [61], it is logical to assume that this training would

improve bilinguals’ WM [62]. Some authors defend that the reported bilingual advantage

effects could actually be reflecting improved WM abilities rather than better EF skills [63].

However, the relation between bilingualism and WM is a hard domain to explore in isolation,

because the concepts of EF and WM are closely connected [54] and there is a strong positive
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relation between both capacities [64]. Indeed, Baddeley’s central executive system [55] clearly

resembles the definition and the functionalities of the EF as described by Miyake and Fried-

man [2]. Thus, different aspects of EF operate with the information held in the WM, and dif-

ferences in EF abilities have been argued to correlate with differences in WM capacities [65],

especially in complex memory tasks with high demands of storing and processing of informa-

tion [66]. Furthermore, it is important to note that the definitions traditionally given to WM

[64] and updating /monitoring [3] overlap in that they both define the ability to manipulate

information in the primary memory; and often have been equated [67], although convergent

validity analyses have recently shown that they are clearly related but separated components

[68]. As it is possible that what has been observed as a bilingual advantage in EF might have

been a reflection of an advantage in a mediating overlapping factor–WM–, “any finding of an

advantage in controlled attention would be far more convincing if WM were held constant”

[63]. In children, several studies have found a bilingual advantage in EF while keeping WM

constant (see [26], but see [69] for similar findings obtained in samples coming from clearly

different linguistic backgrounds, indicating different immigrant statuses).

Given that the abovementioned classic EF tasks also require WM capacities, inasmuch as a

rule has to be kept in mind to adequately respond to the task, the outcomes would be a product

of both EF and WM abilities. Thus, we will explore the potential impact of bilingualism on

WM abilities in isolation, by using the tasks tapping into them alone, where no inhibitory abili-

ties or switching are needed. The studies conducted so far using non-linguistic memory tasks

show inconsistent and unclear evidence: Bialystok et al. [1] tested young and old monolinguals

and bilinguals in an easy (with two colour cues and response possibilities) and a hard (four dif-

ferent cues and responses) version of the Simon task, and found that the increase in difficulty

(i.e., increase in the WM load) was handled better by the bilinguals than by the monolinguals

(but see [70] for no differences after controlling for socio-demographic factors). Bialystok,

Craik, and Luk [20] found no differences between bilinguals and monolinguals in the Self-

ordered pointing tasks [71] and minor differences in the Corsi task [72,73], where bilinguals

recalled more items than monolinguals, with no differences between forward or backward rep-

etition conditions. Luo, Craik, Moreno and Bialystok [74] tested younger and older monolin-

gual and bilingual adults in forward and backward verbal and spatial (Corsi task) WM tasks,

and bilinguals outperformed monolinguals on the spatial tasks but monolinguals did better on

verbal tasks. Later, Ratiu and Azuma [75] tested 52 bilinguals and 53 monolinguals in a variety

of simple and complex WM tasks, including a backward digit-span task, standard operation

span task and a non-verbal symmetry task. Although bilinguals had a significantly higher edu-

cational level, which could arguably facilitate the appearance of a bilingual advantage, analyses

indicated that monolinguals showed a significantly higher score than bilinguals in operation

span and backward digit tasks, with no differences in the symmetry task. However, in a multi-

variate regression analysis, speaker group (bilinguals vs. monolinguals) did not predict scoring

in any of the tasks, nor it interacted with any other factor. Interestingly, we observe that some

of the concerns with respect to the influence of external factors [24,30,31] do apply to these

studies also. Namely, the bilinguals tested by Bialystok, Craik, and Luk [20] spoke a huge vari-

ety of second languages, indicating different cultural (and probably ethnical) backgrounds,

and the SES was not measured. Crucially, out of 24 participants per group, 14 young bilinguals

and 20 old bilinguals were immigrants. In the study by Luo, Craik, Moreno and Bialystok [74],

language groups differed in their English vocabulary level and the nonverbal intelligence

scores. This was to some extent solved by including those factors in an ANCOVA showing

that the effect remained the same, but still their samples feature uneven sizes (58 monolinguals

and 99 bilinguals) and language backgrounds (the second language spoken by the young adults
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varied among a set of more than 10 languages), suggesting differences in ethnicity. Impor-

tantly, many other relevant variables such as immigrant status or SES were not reported.

Recently, trying to account for WM differences while controlling for external factors, Han-

sen and colleagues [76] tested 152 native Spanish children, half of whom were attending a

bilingual immersion schooling program (i.e., receiving teaching in both English and Spanish)

and the other half Spanish only. Both groups of children were matched in various demographi-

cal factors, including SES and intelligence, and they all were from the same city. They were

tested in an n-back task (participants have to indicate if the current trial matches the one from

n-trials back) and a reading span task (a task that requires remembering the last word of a pre-

sented set of sentences), as well as a rapid automatic naming task to measure participants’ ver-

bal processing speed. They found that young bilinguals performed better than monolinguals in

the n-back tasks, a task that heavily relies on updating (monitoring and updating the items

held in the WM) and inhibition (the relevant item changes in every trial). On the other hand,

young bilinguals showed a disadvantage in the reading span task (which requires mostly lin-

guistic processing and verbal storage), but an advantage in older groups (see also [77], for an

extended exploration on the effects of emergent bilingualism on literacy). Hansen and col-

leagues argue for an effect of bilingualism on WM during the first years of immersion due to

the higher demands that children might face when they encounter bilingualism for the first

time. But, this difference would just modulate the development of said skills, and importantly

they would equalize eventually (on the same regard, see also [62]). However, in a similar longi-

tudinal perspective to explore the effect of bilingualism in WM during adulthood, Ljunberg

and colleagues [78], found that bilinguals systematically outperformed monolinguals ranging

from 35 to 80 years of age in several tasks tapping into episodic memory and letter fluency

tests.

As it can be seen, there are few studies that specifically looked at the effects of bilingualism

on WM. The pattern of results ranges from similar performance of bilinguals and monolin-

guals [26,79] to benefit of bilingualism [20,62,78], or even bilingual disadvantage [75]. Consid-

ering the opposing pieces of evidence presented so far and the lack of control of the relevant

factors [24,30,31] that some studies feature, consistent conclusions cannot be drawn from

those data. As the second aim of the present study, we will test the effects of bilingualism on

WM with similar samples of bilinguals and monolinguals that only differ in linguistic back-

ground. The tasks used here will be the Corsi task, used to capture the visual span capacity (a

putative index of the visual sketchpad component of the WM system, see [80]) and the digit

span task, as an indicator of the phonological loop component of the WM [81].

The current experiment aims at testing the effects of bilingualism on both EF (first set of

four tasks) and WM (second set of four tasks) with large cohorts of carefully matched mono-

linguals and bilinguals. Ninety young bilingual adults from the Basque Country (a region of

the north of Spain where Basque and Spanish are co-official) and 90 carefully matched mono-

linguals from Murcia (a south-eastern region of Spain where only Spanish is spoken and offi-

cial) were tested. To explore the assumption of the bilingual advantage theory that claims that

bilingualism enhances general EF that applies to any domain general situation, the degree of

cross-task replicability will be also tested [30]. To account for the possible impact of bilingual-

ism on WM, the forward and backward versions of a spatial (Corsi task) and a numerical

(digit span task) memory tasks will be used. Thus, while it is impossible to get rid of any possi-

ble WM influence in the set of EF tasks, the use of more specific tasks will provide us with

information about WM in isolation. To assess the co-occurrence of a bilingual advantage and

significant socio-demographic differences, additional bootstrapping and regression analyses

will be also conducted.
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Materials and methods

Participants

180 young adults from Spain took part on these series of tasks. The 90 bilinguals (68 females,

mean age 22.29 year, SD = 2.87) were tested in the facilities of the BCBL, in Donostia-San

Sebastian (in the Basque Country). On average they had acquired Basque with 0.96 years of

age (SD = 1.27) and they reported to have a general proficiency of 8.41 out of 10 (SD = 1.88) in

Basque. Self-reports in Spanish proficiency reached a mean score of 8.58 (SD = 1.91), and this

language was acquired with an average of 1.13 years (SD = 1.72). Thus, bilinguals were bal-

anced in terms of proficiency (p>.33) and age of acquisition (p>.42). They were also inter-

viewed by a native bilingual research assistant to make sure that they were truly balanced and

native bilinguals. The interviewer gave a score to each participant based on their fluency, cor-

rectness and conversation abilities, from 1 (very poor/no knowledge of Basque) to 5 (no mis-

takes, native level). Every bilingual participant obtained a 5 in their Basque interview (for

further details on the interview process, see [82]). As opposed to heritage bilingual speakers,

Basque bilinguals tend to show a more balanced dominance and exposition to both languages,

as they are fully immersed in a bilingual society. Generally, Spanish is more present in the

media and leisure activities, but the bilinguals from our sample report to be equally exposed to

Spanish (47.78% of their time, SD = 17.07) and to Basque (43% of their time, SD = 17.95), with

no statistical differences (p>.18). We found out that they write more in Basque (52.67% of

their time, SD = 24.30) than in Spanish (39%, SD = 23.80, p< .01), indicating a predominant

tendency for formal education in Basque. On average, they report that they speak 50% of the

time in Spanish (SD = 19.11) and 43.22% in Basque (SD = 20.21), a different that although

results in marginally significant (p>.08), reflects a highly balanced use of both languages.

The 90 monolinguals (67 females, 21.84 years of age in average, SD = 3.05) were recruited

in the region of Murcia, in the south-east area of Spain, and tested in the University of Murcia.

They reported to have acquired Spanish with a mean age of 0.68 (SD = .76) and a mean profi-

ciency of 9.13 (SD = .84), with very little or no knowledge of any other language.

Participants from both groups were matched for a variety of factors that could potentially

affect our experimental purposes. The matched 90 bilinguals and 90 monolinguals were

selected from a bigger sample of 126 monolinguals and 141 bilinguals by means of testing their

differences in age, IQ, socio-economic status (SES), educational level and knowledge of Span-

ish using independent sample t-tests. An estimation of the IQ of each participant was based on

their performance on an abridged version of the Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (K-BIT, [83])

that was administrated during the experimental session. As an indicator of the SES, total

monthly income was considered and divided by the amount of household members, thus get-

ting an approximate value of the incomes that each member of household receive monthly on

average and make the incomes more comparable across families of different sizes. The major-

ity of the participants had already obtained a university degree (or higher) or were in the pro-

cess of obtaining one, and this number was virtually identical across groups (88 bilinguals and

87 monolinguals). To control for their proficiency in Spanish (namely, the test language) every

participant completed the Spanish version of the LexTale [84] that provides an objective indi-

cator of their Spanish mastery. All these demographic and linguistic variables that could affect

the outcomes of the study were thus matched across groups (all ps>.1; see Table 1 for detailed

information about the participants). All participants reported normal or corrected to normal

vision and signed a consent form according to the principles established by the ethics commit-

tee of the BCBL.
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Procedure

Bilingual participants were tested in the facilities of the BCBL in Donostia-San Sebastián, and

monolingual participants were tested in University of Murcia, in Murcia. In both locations,

participants went through the experimental session in a room with equivalent settings, with

the same equipment used in both labs. The experiment was run using Experiment Builder (SR

Research) v 1.10.1385, and the CRT monitor was set to 60Hz in a resolution of 1280x1024 and

placed at an approximate distance of 60 centimetres from the participants. Manual responses

were recorded using a response box with 7 buttons, being the first one on the left painted in

red and the last one on the right painted in green. When audio was played or voice inputs were

recorded, it was done by using Sennheisser PC151 headsets.

Following four pseudo-randomized lists, which were the same for both bilinguals and

monolinguals, participants performed four tasks aimed at measuring their EF and four other

tasks aimed at gathering information about their WM skills. The tasks used to measure EF

were the Flanker task [16], Simon task [17], the Verbal Stroop task [18], and the Numerical

Stroop task [85]. The tasks used to measure WM were two versions (forward and backward) of

the Corsi test [71,72] and the digit span test [86]. All the tasks were conducted in the same

experimental session in one day, which lasted around 60 minutes. The duration was approxi-

mate and contingent on the participants’ performance (see below for details). The results of

the tasks were analysed following the traditional alternative hypothesis testing with ANOVAs,

as well as using Bayesian Null Hypothesis testing comparisons [87,88].

Materials

For the flanker task, rows of five arrows ( ) were displayed on the centre of the screen. For

the congruent condition, the central arrow was flanked by four arrows pointing in the same

direction (     ). For the incongruent condition, the central arrow was flanked by

arrows pointing in the opposite direction (  !  ), and for the neutral condition, the

arrow was flanked by no arrows (— — — —). There were 16 items of each condition, 8 of

them with the central arrow pointing to the left and the other half with the central arrow point-

ing to the right.

In the Simon task participants were presented with a black circle or a black square in the

screen, and they were instructed to respond with the red button (on the left of the response

box) if they saw a circle or with the green button (on the right) if they saw a square, irrespec-

tively of its position in the screen. Thus, the incongruent condition was created by presenting

circles on the right side of the screen or squares presented on the left side of the screen, making

participants respond to them with the button on the opposite side of the side in which the fig-

ure appeared. The congruent condition was created by presenting the figures in the same side

of the screen of the response button needed, i.e., by presenting circles in the left and squares in

the right. Finally, the neutral condition was created by presenting the figures in the middle of

Table 1. Demographic factors of the participants. Mean values are presented together with standard deviation (between parentheses) and the p value resulting from an

independent groups t-test with an alpha value of 0.05.

Monolinguals Bilinguals p value

Chronological age (years) 21.84 (3.05) 22.3 (2.87) 0.31

General IQ 22.76 (2.62) 23.4 (2.91) 0.13

SES (income in €/household

members)

639.55 (498.97) 739.58 (297.36) 0.1

LexTale 92.28 (5.63) 93.4 (3.88) 0.11

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.t001
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the screen. There were 16 items of each condition, and half of the items per condition were

squares, while the other half were circles.

For the verbal Stroop task, the Spanish words for the colours red, blue and yellow (“rojo”,

“azul” and “amarillo”) and three pairwise-matched (with a similar length, frequency and syl-

labic structure) non-colour words (“ropa”, “avión” and “apellido”, the Spanish words for

clothes, plane and surname, respectively) were used as target items. They were arranged to cre-

ate the congruent (a colour word printed in the same colour that the word indicates; e.g., the

word “azul” in blue), incongruent (a colour word printed in a different colour from what it is

naming, e.g., the word “rojo” in blue) and neutral (non-colour words printed in any of the col-

ours, e.g., the word “ropa” in red) conditions. In each condition 24 trials were used, and each

colour was presented the same amount of times in each condition (8 times), paired equally

with every word. All the strings were presented in uppercase Courier New font on a black

background, while the colours were set in the RGB-scale values as follows: blue = 0,0,255;

red = 255,0,0; yellow = 255,255,0.

For the numerical Stroop task, stimuli consisted in six digits (2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8), arranged

in pairs to form each trials (e.g., 2–6), one presented on the left side of the screen and another

one on the right side. Participants had to say which one was larger in size, ignoring the numer-

ical value. Depending on how the digits were paired, three conditions were created: 24 congru-
ent trials (the larger number in magnitude was also the bigger in size, e.g., small 2-big 6), 24

incongruent trials (the smaller number in size was the larger in magnitude, e.g., big 2-small 6)

and 24 neutral trials (two same numbers different in size, e.g., big 4-small 4). In all the condi-

tions “left” and “right” responses were equally distributed, and each digit was used in each con-

dition an equal number of times.

Participants were instructed about the responses before each task, and received indications

about the button press or vocal responses in each case. In the Simon, the Flanker, and the

Numerical Stroop tasks, there was a short training phase before the experiment started. After a

fixation point was displayed in the centre of the screen for 1000ms in black, on a white back-

ground, the stimuli was presented on the screen for 5000ms or until the response was given.

The order of the stimuli was randomized and there were no breaks. In the verbal Stroop task,

after a short training period, a fixation mark was presented for 250ms (a white cross in a black

background), and then the target word appeared on the screen for 3000ms, during which par-

ticipants’ response was recorded

In the Corsi and the Corsi inverse tasks, the participants were presented with 10 blue

squares distributed on a screen with a grey background (see Fig 1 for the distribution of the

squares in the screen). Those blue squares would change into green in previously established

orders, creating the sequences that the participants had to remember. The ten squares were

firstly presented in the screen, in blue, for 1000ms. After that, one of them changed to green

for 1000ms. Then they all went back to blue for another 1000ms, and the next square in the

sequence changed to green. This process was repeated until all the squares of the current

sequence were turned to green and back to blue again. Then, a question mark appeared in the

middle of the screen, and participants needed to point with the finger which squares changed

their colour. In the Corsi task, participants had to indicate the changes in the same order as

they occurred. In the Corsi inverse task, they had to indicate the changes in the reverse order

as they occurred. There were 8 consecutive blocks with an increasing difficulty level, and in

each block two sequences (trials) were presented. The increase in the difficulty was produced

by the addition of one more square change to the sequences of each consecutive block. Thus,

the trials in the first block consisted of two square changes, the trials in the second block con-

sisted of three square changes, and so on up to 9 square changes in the last block. After each

block (that included 2 trials), the experimenter noted the number of correctly recalled
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sequences. If the participant failed both, the experiment ended. If the participant remembered

one or two, the next block started (see Fig 2 for a schematic representation of the experiment,

and see Table 2 for the details on each trial).

For the digit span and the inverse digit span tasks, pre-recorded sequences of digits were

presented to the participants. See Table 2 for a description of said sequences and the digits

used in them. There were 8 blocks in total in the experiment, each of them containing two tri-

als. In each trial, the participants were presented with a fixation point in the centre of the

screen while sequences of numbers were presented auditorily, previously recorded by a native

Basque-Spanish speaker. Participants had to listen to the series of numbers that were presented

at an approximate rate of one digit per second, and once each sequence finished, they were

asked to repeat the numbers of the sequence out loud. For the digit span, this repetition had

to be done in the same order as they listened to the numbers. For the digit inverse span task,

they had to repeat them in the inverse order. The difficulty increased with each block, as the

sequence length increased with each of them: the sequences of the first block consisted of two

numbers, the sequences of the second block consisted of three numbers, and so on until the 8th

Fig 1. Spatial distribution of the squares in the Corsi and Corsi inverse tasks and the numbers assigned to each of them.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.g001
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block, in which the sequences consisted of 9 numbers (see Table 2). After the two trials of each

block, the experimenter indicated the amount of correctly retrieved sequences in that block. If

the participant failed both of the trials, the experiment finished. If the participant repeated

accurately one or two items, the experiment continued (see Fig 3 for a schematic representa-

tion of the experiment and see Table 2 for details on the trials).

Fig 2. Schematic representation of the Corsi and Corsi inverse tasks.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.g002
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Table 2. Stimuli of working memory tasks. Number of the square that changed in each of the sequences displayed in each trial of the Corsi and Corsi inverse tasks and

the numbers played in each trial of the digits span and digit span inverse tasks. For the graphical display of the position of each square, see Fig 1.

Block Trial Square that changes

in the Corsi task

Square that changes

in the Corsi inverse task

Numbers played

in the digit span task

Numbers played

in the inverse digit span task

1 a 3–10 7–4 9–7 3–1

b 4–7 10–3 6–3 2–4

2 a 8-2-7 3-9-1 5-8-2 4–6

b 1-9-3 7-2-8 6-9-4 5–7

3 a 4-9-1-6 7-2-6-10 7-2-8-6 6-2-9

b 10-6-2-7 6-1-9-4 6-4-3-9 4-7-5

4 a 6-5-1-4-8 2-8-9-7-5 4-2-7-3-1 8-2-7-9

b 5-7-9-8-2 8-4-1-5-6 7-5-8-3-6 4-9-6-8

5 a 4-1-9-3-8-10 5-3-7-6-2-9 3-9-2-4-8-7 6-5-8-4-3

b 9-2-6-7-3-5 10-8-3-9-1-4 6-1-9-4-7-3 1-5-4-8-6

6 a 10-1-6-4-8-5-7 1-10-2-8-3-6-2 4-1-7-9-3-8-6 5-3-7-4-1-8

b 2-6-3-8-2-10-1 7-5-8-4-6-1-10 6-9-1-7-4-2-8 7-2-4-8-5-6

7 a 7-3-10-5-7-8-4-9 5-10-7-1-2-3-9-6 3-8-2-9-6-1-7-4 8-1-4-9-3-6-2

b 6-9-3-2-1-7-10-5 9-4-8-7-5-10-3-7 5-8-1-3-2-6-4-7 4-7-3-9-6-2-8

8 a 5-8-4-10-7-3-1-9-6 9-4-7-3-10-1-6-2-8 2-7-5-8-6-3-1-9-4 9-4-3-7-6-2-1-8

b 8-2-6-1-10-3-7-4-9 6-9-1-3-7-10-4-8-5 7-1-3-9-4-2-5-6-8 7-2-8-1-5-6-4-3

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.t002

Fig 3. Schematic representation of the digits span and digits span inverse tasks.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.g003
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Data analysis

The data from the Stroop task needed a different pre-processing before analysing. Audios were

equalized to a 63dB amplitude using Praat[89]. Once all the files had same amplitude level, the

voice onset was automatically detected by Praat as follows: the textgrid of each audio was

divided into “sound” and “silence” segments using the silence function from Praat. For a seg-

ment to be considered “sound” it had to have a minimum pitch of 100 Hz, to have exceeded a

-25dB threshold and to have lasted at least 100ms. “Silence” segments had to last at least

200ms. The starting time point of the first sound segment was considered the onset of the

speech and therefore, the reaction time of that response. The accuracy of the responses was

checked manually, and the speech onset was manually adapted in the cases in which subjects

corrected themselves (e.g., “roj. . .amarillo”) and mistakes were removed.

For the four EF tasks, after removing errors, latencies were trimmed for outliers by deleting

any response that deviated in more than 2SD from the mean in each condition. After this, a

3x2 ANOVA was run with Condition (congruent, incongruent, neutral) and Language Group

(bilinguals, monolinguals). To further check for any possible advantage, the conflict index (i.e.,

incongruent-congruent latencies), the incongruity index (i.e., the neutral condition compared to

the incongruent condition), and the congruency index (the congruent condition compared to

the neutral one) were compared across language groups using ANOVAs and Bayesian t-tests

(calculated using JASP,[90]). The removed error rates were separately analysed following the

same procedure, using ANOVAs and Bayesian t-tests. For the analysis of the working memory

tasks, tasks 5 to 8, the mean number of trials remembered (out of 16, as there were two trials in

each of the 8 blocks) was compared between groups using t-tests and Bayesian t-tests.

Results

In the reaction times analysis for the flanker task, after removing 5.15% of the data due to outli-

ers, we observed a strong main effect of Condition (F(2, 356) = 196.15, p< .01), and a more

detailed analysis indicated that congruent items were responded faster than the incongruent
ones (t(179) = 16. 69, p< .01), and also neutral items were responded faster than both incon-
gruent (t(179) = 15.98, p< .01) and congruent ones (t(179) = 2.48, p< .02) . There was no

main effect of Language Group (F(1, 178) = 0.60, p>.44) and no interaction between the two

main effects (F(2, 356) = 0.01, p>0.99). The conflict index analysis showed a strong Condition

effect (F(1,178) = 279.92, p< .01), but no other effect or interaction were significant (Fs<1).

Results from the Bayes Factor t-test comparison across groups (BF01 = 6.14) indicated that the

null hypothesis explains the data 6 times better than the alternative hypothesis of bilinguals

showing a reduced conflict index (see Table 3 for descriptive results). The incongruity index
showed the same pattern as the conflict index, showing a strong Condition effect (F(1, 178) =

253.96, p< .01) but no other significant results (Fs<1), and the Bayesian Factor analysis

favoured the null hypothesis (BF01 = 6.14). The congruency index also showed a significant

effect of Condition (F(1, 178) = 6.14, p< .02) but no other significant effect or interaction

(Fs<1). Bayesian analysis also favoured the null hypothesis over the alternative one (BF01 =

6.19).

The analysis of the error rates showed a similar pattern. A strong and significant Condition

effect was found (F(2, 356) = 34.39, p< .01), stemming from incongruent trials producing

more errors than the ones belonging to congruent condition (t(179) = 6.66, p< .01) and to

neutral trials (t(179) = 5.79, p< .01); but no differences were found when congruent and neu-
tral conditions were compared (t(179) = 1.00, p>.32). Importantly, no main effect of Language

Group or an interaction between it and Condition were found (all Fs<1). When the conflict
index was computed and compared between groups, the effect of Condition was significant (F
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(1,178) = 44.06, p< .01), but no other main effect or modulation was (Fs<1). Expectedly, the

Bayes Factor t-test analysis (BF01 = 6.07) supported the null-differences hypothesis. Similarly

to what it was found in the RTs analysis, the incongruity index was significant (F(1, 178) =

33.35, p< .01) but no other effect or interaction was (Fs<1), as confirmed by the Bayesian Fac-

tor analysis (BF01 = 6.16). Congruency index analysis, however, showed no main effect or inter-

action (all Fs<1), but still the index was compared across groups and the null hypothesis was

the best fit for the data (BF01 = 6.08).

The general ANOVA conducted on the reaction times to correct responses–after removing

the outliers (4.82% of the data)–in the Simon task revealed a significant main effect of Condi-

tion (F(2, 356) = 33.14, p< .01). Post-hoc comparisons showed that incongruent trials were

responded slower than both congruent (t(179) = 8.06, p< .01) and neutral trials (t(179) = 5.55,

p< .01), and that congruent trials were responded faster than neutral ones (t(179) = 2.17, p<
.04). However, nor main effect of Language Group (F(1, 178) = 2.66, p>.11) neither the inter-

action between them (F(2, 356) = 0.11, p>.89) was significant (see Table 4 for descriptive

results). In the conflict index analysis, Condition effect was significant (F(1, 178) = 64.63, p<
.01), but no main effect of Language Group (F(1, 178) = 2.64, p>.11) or an interaction was

found (F<1), which indicates that there are no significant differences in the conflict index
when it is compared across groups (BF01 = 5.85). The incongruity index showed a strong Con-

dition effect (F(1, 178) = 30.66, p< .01), but Language Group did not (F(1,178) = 2.48, p>.12)

and neither did it the interaction between them (F<1). The Bayes Factor analysis supported

that the incongruity index was similar in both groups (BF01 = 5.65). In a similar pattern, the

congruency index was significant (F(1, 178) = 4.67, p< .42) but it did not interact with Lan-

guage Group (F<1). Language Group did not result significant either (F(1, 178) = 2.72,

Table 4. Simon task. Mean reaction times (in milliseconds) and error rates (in percentages) for each condition and index are displayed together with standard deviations

(between parentheses).

Mean reaction times Mean error rates

Monolinguals Bilinguals Monolinguals Bilinguals

Conditions Congruent 453 (115) 425 (112) 2.5 (4.37) 1.74 (3.63)

Incongruent 483 (111) 457 (116) 4.38 (6.32) 4.03 (5.95)

Neutral 462 (133) 433 (115) 2.36 (5.18) 2.01 (3.36)

Total 466 (114) 438 (112) 3.08 (3.9) 2.59 (2.97)

Effects Conflict 30 (63) 33 (39) 1.88 (7.34) 2.29 (6.45)

Incongruity -21 (67) -25 (41) 2.01 (5.84) 2.01 (5.99)

Congruency 9 (65) 8 (36) -0.14 (5.7) 0.28 (4.77)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.t004

Table 3. Flanker task. Mean reaction times (in milliseconds) and error rates (in percentages) for each condition and index are displayed together with standard deviations

(between parentheses).

Mean reaction times Mean error rates

Monolinguals Bilinguals Monolinguals Bilinguals

Conditions Congruent 387 (67) 379 (80) 0.49 (1.68) 0.49 (1.68)

Incongruent 428 (78) 420 (89) 2.71 (4.4) 2.85 (4.97)

Neutral 382 (64) 373 (68) 0.63 (1.89) 0.69 (2.19)

Total 399 (67) 391 (77) 1.27 (1.97) 1.34 (2.03)

Effects Conflict 41 (33) 41 (34) 2.22 (4.33) 2.36 (4.92)

Incongruity -46 (38) -47 (41) -2.08 (4.29) -2.15 (5.48)

Congruency -6 (29) -6 (32) 0.14 (2.29) 0.21 (2.38)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.t003
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p>.10), and Bayes Factor analysis supported the similarity of the index across language groups

(BF01 = 6.15).

When the error rates were analysed, a similar picture emerged. Condition was significant

(F(2, 356) = 13.7, p< .01), and paired comparisons revealed that it was due to the incongruent
trials producing more errors than both congruent (t(179) = 4.05, p< .01) and neutral ones (t
(179) = 4.58, p< .01), with no difference between these last two (t<1). No effect of Language

Group or an interaction between it and Condition were found (all Fs<1). Crucially, the conflict
index was significant (F(1,178) = 16.35, p< .01) but it did not interact with Language Group,

and Language Group did not result significant either (all Fs<1). The Bayes Factor analysis

(BF01 = 5.74) indicated that the null-hypothesis was almost 6 times more likely to explain the

data. Similarly, the incongruity effect was significant (F(1,178) = 20.88, p< .01) but neither lan-

guage Group nor the interaction between it and Condition was (all Fs<1). The Bayes Factor

analysis indicated that the index was highly similar across language groups (BF01 = 6.19). The

analysis of the congruity effect revealed that neither Condition, nor Language group nor the

interaction between them was significant (all Fs<1.3, all ps>.26).

After removing the outliers from the Stroop task (4.84%), a general ANOVA on the reac-

tion times to correct responses showed a main effect of Condition (F(2, 356) = 279.22, p<
.01), which showed that congruent condition was responded on average faster than neutral tri-

als (t(179) = 10.98, p< .01) and than incongruent trials (t(179) = 21.32, p< .01). Neutral condi-

tion was also responded faster than incongruent condition (t(179) = 13.80, p< .01). Crucially,

we observed no main effect of Language Group (F(1, 178) = 1.53, p>.22) and no interaction

between it and Condition (F(2, 356) = 0.40, p>0.67). The Stroop index analysis indicated a

strong effect of Condition (F(1, 178) = 452.41, p< .01), but Language Group was not signifi-

cant (F(1, 178) = 1.3, p>.29) and, crucially, it did not interact with Condition (F<1). Impor-

tantly, the analysis of the Bayes Factor (BF01 = 5.62) indicated that there are no significant

differences between groups and that the null hypothesis is the most likely one to explain these

data (see Table 5 for descriptive results). The incongruity index analysis showed a main effect

of Condition (F(1,178) = 189.59, p< .01) but negligible main effect of Language Group (F
(1,178) = 1.77, p>.18) and, importantly, no modulation of Condition by Language Group

(F<1). This null difference between groups was again supported by the Bayesian t-test (BF01 =

5.79). The analysis of the congruency index showed a significant effect of Condition (F(1,178) =

120.32, p< .01) but it was not modulated by the knowledge of a second language (F(1,178) =

1.06, p< .30), which was supported by the Bayesian t-test (BF01 = 3.78). Similarly, no main

effect of Language Group was found (F(1,178) = 1.62, p>.21).

The error rate analysis showed a strong and significant Condition effect (F(2, 356) = 10.24,

p< .01), indicating that more errors were made in the items belonging to the incongruent

Table 5. Verbal Stroop task. Mean reaction times (in milliseconds) and error rates (in percentages) for each condition and index are displayed together with standard

deviations (between parentheses).

Mean reaction times Mean error rates

Monolinguals Bilinguals Monolinguals Bilinguals

Conditions Congruent 648 (96) 662 (96) 0.05 (0.44) 0.05 (0.44)

Incongruent 743 (116) 761 (104) 0.65 (1.97) 0.32 (1.43)

Neutral 684 (86) 705 (98) 0.14 (0.75) 0.14 (0.75)

Total 692 (94) 709 (95) 0.28 (0.84) 0.17 (0.72)

Effects Stroop 95 (65) 99 (58) 0.6 (1.93) 0.28 (1.37)

Incongruity -60 (63) -56 (50) -0.51 (1.75) -0.19 (1.24)

Congruency 35 (48) 43 (47) 0.09 (0.88) 0.09 (0.62)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.t005
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condition than in the ones belonging to the congruent condition (t(179) = 3.52, p< .01) and to

the neutral one (t(179) = 3.07, p< .01); but no effect of Language Group was found (F(1,178)

= 0.87, p>.35) nor an interaction between Language Group and Condition (F(2, 356) = 1.67,

p>0.19). The Stroop index was computed and compared between groups, which showed a

strong main effect of Condition (F(1,178) = 12.43, p< .01), but it was not modulated by Lan-

guage Group (F(1,178) = 1.69, p>.2), and Language Groups did not differ either (F(1,178) =

1.35, p>.25). Furthermore, the Bayes Factor analysis (BF01 = 2.83) supported the null-differ-

ences hypothesis. The incongruity index was significant (F(1,178) = 9.45, p< .01), but Lan-

guage Group did not modulate it (F(1,178) = 2.06, p>.15) and neither a main effect of

Language Group was observed (F<1). The Bayes factor comparison also tended to support the

null hypothesis as the best fitting candidate (BF01 = 2.38). In the congruency index analysis,

Condition was not significant (F(1,175) = 2.67, p>.1) and neither was the effect of Language

Group or the interaction between the two factors (Fs<1).

In numerical Stroop task, the reaction times to the correct responses were analysed after

removing of outliers (4.75%). The general ANOVA showed a main effect of Condition (F(2,

356) = 202.38, p< .01), indicating that congruent trials were responded faster than both the

incongruent (t(179) = 16.37, p< .01) and the neutral ones (t(179) = 6.04, p< .01), and that

neutral items were also responded faster than the incongruent ones (t(179) = 13.80, p< .01).

Crucially we found no main effect of Language Group (F(1, 178) = 2.61, p>.11) nor interaction

between it and Condition (F(2, 356) = 0.40, p>0.67). The Stroop index was significant (F
(1,178) = 268.63, p< .01) but Language Group (F(1,178) = 2.95, p>.09) was not. The lack of

interaction between them (F(1,178) = 1.44, p>.23) indicated that the linguistic profile did not

have any reliable impact on the magnitude of the Stroop effect (BF01 = 3.18) (see Table 6 for

descriptive results). The incongruity index analysis showed a significant Condition effect (F
(1,178) = 191.70, p< .01), but Language Group was not significant (F(1,178) = 2.62, p>.11)

and neither it was the interaction between them (F(1,178) = 2.23, p>.14), which was supported

by the tendency showed by the Bayes Factor analysis (BF01 = 2.2). The congruency index was

strong (F(1,178) = 32.25, p< .01), but Language effect was not significant (F(1,178) = 2.19,

p>.14), neither was the interaction between them (F<1). The null hypothesis was also sup-

ported by the Bayes Factor analysis (BF01 = 5.89).

The error rate analysis also showed a significant Condition effect (F(2, 356) = 40.13, p<
.01), which was a reflection of incongruent trials producing more errors than both congruent (t
(179) = 6.37, p< .01) and neutral (t(179) = 6.89, p< .01) ones, but no differences were found

between congruent and neutral items (t<1). Importantly, we observed no effect of Language

Group or an interaction between that factor and Condition (all Fs<1). The Stroop index was

Table 6. Numerical Stroop task. Mean reaction times (in milliseconds) and error rates (in percentages) for each condition and index are displayed together with standard

deviations (between parentheses).

Mean reaction times Mean error rates

Monolinguals Bilinguals Monolinguals Bilinguals

Conditions Congruent 424 (86) 404 (87) 0.37 (1.35) 0.37 (1.35)

Incongruent 474 (103) 447 (100) 2.27 (4.29) 2.69 (4.43)

Neutral 433 (95) 414 (91) 0.23 (1.15) 0.32 (1.56)

Total 444 (93) 422 (90) 0.96 (1.75) 1.13 (1.68)

Effects Stroop 51 (36) 44 (41) 1.9 (4.42) 2.31 (4.47)

Incongruity -41 (37) -33 (35) -2.04 (3.81) -2.36 (4.72)

Congruency 10 (25) 11 (20) -0.14 (1.7) -0.05 (2.02)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.t006
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compared between groups, and it revealed a main effect of Condition (F(1,178) = 40.45, p<
.01), but no other effects were significant (all Fs<1). Bayes Factor analysis (BF01 = 5.15) indi-

cated that both groups behaved similarly. Similarly, the incongruity effect analysis showed a

Condition effect (F(1,178) = 47.34, p< .01), but no main effect of Language or interaction was

found (all Fs<1). Again, Bayes Factor analysis indicated no differences between Language

Groups (BF01 = 5.49). Finally, the congruency index analysis showed no significant effect or

interaction (all Fs<1), and a further Bayes Factor analysis also indicated that the index did not

differ across groups (BF01 = 5.88).

For the analysis of the working memory tasks, the amount of trials remembered out of 16

(2 trials in each of the 8 blocks) were compared between groups in each of the tasks (see

Table 7 for descriptive results). In the Corsi task Bilinguals remembered an average of 9.92 tri-

als (SD = 1.97) and monolinguals an average of 9.84 (SD = 2.33), but the difference between

the two groups was non-significant (t(178) = 0.24, p>.81), and null hypothesis was also sup-

ported by the Bayesian Factor analysis (BF01 = 6.02). In the inverse Corsi task bilinguals

remembered an average of 8.91 items (SD = 1.67) and monolinguals an average of 7.98

(SD = 1.95), and the difference between the two groups was significant (t(178) = 3.45, p<0.01).

The alternative hypothesis was also supported by the Bayesian Factor analysis (BF01 = 0.03). In

the digit span, bilinguals remembered an average of 8.89 trials (SD = 2.16) and monolinguals

an average of 8.6 (SD = 1.92), but the difference between the two groups was non-significant (t
(178) = 0.95, p>.35), and the null hypothesis was also supported by the Bayesian Factor analy-

sis (BF01 = 4.08. Finally, in the inverse digit span, bilinguals remembered an average of 8.97

items (SD = 1.84) and monolinguals an average of 7.94 (SD = 1.84), and the differences

between the two groups was significant (t(178) = 3.72, p<0.01). The Bayesian Factor analysis

supported the alternative hypothesis (BF01 = 0.01). The results in the Corsi and digit span asks

were also analysed using the highest recalled set size. Differences are not significant in the

Corsi task (p>.43, Bilinguals recalled an average set size of 6.48, and monolinguals of 6.61).

For the Corsi inverse, the recalled set size was significantly different for bilinguals (6.07 items

on average) and monolinguals (5.67 items on average; p< .02). Following the same pattern,

the recalled set size was not significantly different between groups in the digit span task

(p>.59, bilinguals recalled an average size of 6.91 and monolinguals 6.82), but it was different

in the backwards span task (p< .01), with bilinguals recalling slightly larger sets (6.92) than

monolinguals (6.51).

Additional analyses

The cross-task coherence was tested in a correlation analysis between the indices in millisec-

onds (congruency, incongruity and conflict/Stroop) obtained in the first four tasks [30,68]. The

Stroop/conflict effects across tasks showed negligible correlation strength (all rs between -.06

and .11). The congruency effect showed a significant yet low negative correlation between the

flanker task and the numerical Stroop task (r = -.21) and between the Simon and the Stroop

task (r = -.17), and low and positive correlation between Simon and Numerical Stroop task (r

Table 7. Results of working memory tasks. Mean number of items remembered and standard deviations (between

parentheses) are displayed for each of the task of the working memory set of experiments.

Monolinguals Bilinguals

Corsi 9.84 (2.33) 9.92 (1.97)

Corsi inverse 7.98 (1.95) 8.91 (1.67)

Digits span 8.60 (1.92) 8.90 (2.16)

Digits span inverse 7.95 (1.84) 8.97 (1.85)

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0206770.t007
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= .18, rest of rs between -.08 and .05). Finally, analyses on incongruity effects showed a signifi-

cant but negative correlation between the flanker and the Simon tasks (r = -.18,) and all the

rest pairs of effects indicated that the cross-task coherence was very low (all rs between -.11

and .17). Thus, this analysis consistently showed a poor level of cross-task correlation.

Furthermore, to leverage our sample size and the extensive sociodemographic data in order

to better understand how often unmatched socio-demographic factors or WM skills co-occur

with significant bilingual advantage in EF tasks (i.e., the first four tasks), we conducted a sys-

tematic bootstrapping study. Firstly, we randomly sampled subsets of 25, 50, and 75 partici-

pants, 1000 times for each sample size, and measured how often the EF were significantly

different between groups. Then, we explored how often the sociodemographic variables dif-

fered significantly in those samples where the EF differences were found.

With 1000 random samples of 25 participants, we only found a significant difference

between groups in the flanker task in 2.1% of the samples, in 1.5% of the samples in the Simon

task, in 7.3% of the samples in the numerical Stroop task and in 3.1% of the samples in the

Stroop task. Out of those samples that showed a significant difference between groups, 9.46%

showed a significant difference between group in Age (all of them produced by significantly

older bilinguals), 4.05% of them showed a significant difference in IQ (83.33% of them pro-

duced by bilinguals having significantly higher IQ scores), and 25.68% showed significant dif-

ferences in SES as measured by monthly incomes divided by household members (all of the

significant cases were due to bilinguals scoring higher). Crucially, in 40.54% and 51.5% of

these subsamples we also found a better performance for bilinguals in the inverse Corsi and

inverse digit memory tasks respectively. Regarding the EF tasks, 12.16% of the subsamples

showed significant differences in the Flanker task (42.86% showing a bilingual advantage, and

57.14% showing a bilingual disadvantage), 12.16% of them showed significant differences in

the Simon task (73.33% of them showing a bilingual advantage, 26.67% showing a bilingual

disadvantage), 60.81% showed significant differences in the numerical Stroop (all of them indi-

cating a bilingual advantage) and 22.97% showed significant differences in Stroop (83.87%

indicating a monolingual advantage, 16.13% indicating a bilingual advantage).

With 1000 random samples of 50 participants, there were significant between group differ-

ences in the flanker task in 0.2% of the samples, in the Simon task in 0.3% of the samples, in

the numerical Stroop task in 6.5% of the samples and in the Stroop task in 0.5% of the samples.

Exploring only the samples that showed significant differences, 10.81% of them showed signifi-

cant Age differences (all of them produced by significantly older bilinguals), 6.76% of them

showed a significant difference in IQ (all of them due to bilinguals having significantly higher

IQ scores), and 51.35% showed significant differences in SES (all of the significant cases were

due to bilinguals scoring higher). Importantly, in 89.19% and 87.84% of these subsamples

bilinguals outperformed monolinguals in the inverse Corsi and inverse digit span tasks. When

it comes to the EF tasks, 2.70% of these subsamples showed significant differences in the

Flanker task (all of them indicating a monolingual advantage), 4.05% of them showed signifi-

cant differences in the Simon task (66.67% of them showing a bilingual advantage, 33.33%

showing a bilingual disadvantage), 87.84% showed significant differences in the numerical

Stroop (all of them indicating a bilingual advantage) and 6.76% showed significant differences

in Stroop (all of them indicating a monolingual advantage).

With random samples set to 75 participants, and thus closer to our actual number of partic-

ipants, there was no sample comparison that showed significant differences between groups in

the flanker, the Simon or the Stroop tasks. In 2.6% of the cases a significant difference in the

Numerical Stroop task was found, where bilinguals performed better than monolinguals. In

those cases, 3.85% of the cases showed significant IQ differences (all of them produced by

bilinguals performing significantly better), and 88.46% showed significant differences in SES
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(all of the significant cases were due to bilinguals scoring higher), and the 100% showed a bet-

ter performance of bilinguals in the inverse Corsi and inverse digit span tasks.

Additionally, systematic multiple regression analyses were conducted to try to capture any

possible influence of the sociodemographic factors in the indices obtained in each of the tasks.

First, three models were built for each of the four EF tasks task. The Stroop or conflict effect

(in milliseconds) was used as the dependent variable, and Age, IQ score (correct responses in

the abridged version of the K-Bit task used in the experiment), SES (the value resulting from

dividing monthly income by household members) and LexTale score in Spanish were included

as independent variables in Model 1. Model 2 also included Group (Bilinguals and Monolin-

guals) and Model 3 included the interaction terms between Group and the rest of the demo-

graphic and linguistic factors. None of the models explained enough of the variability in the

data (all R2 < .06, all adjusted R2< .02) and none of them reached significance (all ps> .17).

Importantly, in none of those models was Group a significant predictor (all ps> .3) nor was a

significant interaction with the rest of the sociodemographic factors (all ps>.17).

The same regression approach was used to explore the possible influence of the sociodemo-

graphic factors in the WM scores. The number of correctly recalled items was used as the

dependent variable, and Age, IQ, SES and LexTale scores in Spanish were included as indepen-

dent variables in Model 1. Model 2 also included Group (Bilinguals and Monolinguals) and

Model 3 included the interaction terms between Group and the rest of the demographic and

linguistic factors. For the Corsi task, Model 1 resulted in a significant regression equation (F
(4,175) = 2.98, p< .03), with a R2 of .06 and an adjusted R2 of .04. Model 2 was significant as

well (F(5,174) = 2.40, p< .04) with a R2 of .06 and an adjusted R2 of .04, but did not signifi-

cantly improve the first model (p>.74). Model 3 was not significant (p>12) and did not

improve the model either (p>.70). Thus, following Model 1, participants’ predicted Corsi

score is equal to 11.75–0.10 (age) + 0.16 (IQ). While IQ was a significant predictor (p< .01)

and Age was marginally significant (p< .06), SES and Lextale scores were not (all ps>.30).

Group and interaction between Group and other factors were not significant predictors in any

of the models (all ps>.29). For the Corsi inverse task, Model 1 was a significant regression

equation (F(4,175) = 3.01, p< .03), with a R2 of .06 and an adjusted R2 of .04. Model 2 was sig-

nificant as well (F(5,174) = 4.51, p< .01) with a R2 of .12 and an adjusted R2 of .09, and signifi-

cantly improved the first model (p< .01). Model 3 was also significant (p< .01) but did not

improve the model (p>.74). Thus, following Model 2, participants’ predicted Corsi inverse

score is equal to 2.22 + 0.09 (IQ) +0.06 (LexTale) + .85 (Group). Participants’ recalled inverse

digit items increased 0.09 for every increase in score in the IQ test, 0.06 for every increase in

score in the Spanish LexTale task, and bilinguals recalled .85 items more than monolinguals.

Score in LexTale was a significant predictor (p< .05), as well as Group (p< .01), and IQ was

marginally significant (p< .08). SES and Age were not (all ps>.70). The digit span task fol-

lowed a similar pattern as the one showed by the Corsi task: Model 1 was a significant regres-

sion equation (F(4,175) = 3.18, p< .02), with a R2 of .07 and an adjusted R2 of .05. The

inclusion of Group (Model 2) produced a significant model (F(5,174) = 2.73, p< .04) with a

R2 of .07 and an adjusted R2 of .04, but did not significantly improve the first model (p>.33).

Model 3 was significant as well (F(5,174) = 2.07, p< .04) but did not improve the model either

(p>.30). Thus, following Model 1, participants’ predicted Digit Span score is equal to 6.18–

0.12 (age) + 0.12 (IQ). IQ and Age were significant predictors (ps < .03), SES and Lextale were

not (all ps>.16). Group and interaction between Group and other factors were not significant

predictors in any of the models (all ps>.12). Resembling what was found for the Corsi inverse

task, the analysis for the inverse digit span task showed that Model 1 resulted in a significant

regression equation (F(4,175) = 5.07, p< .01), with a R2 of .10 and an adjusted R2 of .08.

Model 2 was significant as well (F(5,174) = 6.90, p< .01) with a R2 of .17 and an adjusted R2 of
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.14, and significantly improved the first model (p< .01). Model 3 was also significant (p< .01)

but did not improve the model (p>.54). Thus, according to Model 2, participants’ predicted

Corsi inverse score is equal to 2.38 - .10 (Age) + 0.14 (IQ) +0.05 (LexTale) + 0.96 (Group). Par-

ticipants’ recalled inverse digit items decreased for .1 for every older year, increased 0.14 for

every increase in score in the IQ test, 0.05 for every increase in score in the Spanish LexTale

task, and bilinguals recalled .96 items more than monolinguals. As it can be seen, the signifi-

cant predictors were Age (p< .03), IQ (p< .01), and Group (p< .01), and Lextale was margin-

ally significant (p< .07). SES was not (all ps>.17). In this second set of tasks, i.e. the WM

tasks, we did not conduct a detailed bootstrapping analysis, because during it, we observed

that the majority of the subsamples showed a bilingual advantage in the inverse versions of the

WM tasks (>42% of the 25 sample subsets, >83% in the 50 sample subsets, and>99% in the

75 sample subset), and thus the co-occurrence with other factors would not be very

informative.

General discussion

This study aimed at exploring the potential effects of bilingualism on two main processes: EF

and WM. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in which large samples of bilin-

guals and monolinguals are extensively tested using multiple tasks to asses both their EF abili-

ties (tasks 1 to 4) and WM span (tasks 5 to 8) while relevant demographic factors (age, IQ, SES,

educational level and immigrant status) are controlled for.

The first hypothesis put to test was the enhancement of EF as a consequence of bilingual-

ism. In tasks 1 to 4 we attempted at verifying the reliability of the bilingual advantage hypothe-

sis by using the same tasks and equivalent populations that the previous studies did

[14,20,44,45] but attempting to account for the concerns raised by the criticisms to these stud-

ies [24,30,31]. In that regard, the predictions were rather straightforward. If bilingualism pro-

vides an advantage in EF independently of the effects of the controlled factors, bilinguals

would have shown a reduced conflict or Stroop effects when compared to monolinguals [8] or

faster global reaction times [27]. The flanker, Simon, Stroop and numerical Stroop tasks pro-

duced the expected classic patterns, with strong and constant conflict effects in all of them,

mainly driven by the incongruity effect. Each condition (incongruent, congruent and neutral)

behaved as expected and in accordance with preceding literature. However, none of the effects

or conditions varied significantly across language groups, and language groups did not overall

differ in reaction time either. Furthermore, the Bayesian factor analysis clearly showed that the

null hypothesis was the most suited explanation for the results we obtained: bilinguals and

monolinguals did not differ as to how they face the demands of changing tasks with congruent

and incongruent trials. Importantly, the results obtained using bootstrapping analyses shed

additional light on the role of the uncontrolled socio-demographic factors, as the analyses indi-

cated that the bilingual advantage in random samples was much more frequent in small rather

than in big sample sizes, and also that the advantage in EF tasks co-occurred mostly with sig-

nificant differences in other factors, and especially in SES. The impact of SES, both together

with and independent of bilingualism, has been explored in many studies, especially in chil-

dren samples [33,91–93]. For example, Hartanto, Toh, and Yang [94], reported that both high

levels of SES and bilingualism correlated with better EF in children, but only SES was a reliable

predictor of verbal WM. Importantly, they found that bilingualism predicted advantages in EF

tasks in low SES groups only. Altogether, these results provide credibility to the concerns that

the bilingual advantage obtained previously in these tasks might be found as a consequence of

unmatched external factors, rather than by bilingualism itself [30], and that it disappears when

the confounding factors are controlled for [24,31,46–49]. Along the same lines, see a very
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recent meta-analysis of the effect sizes found in 152 different studies, where no strong support

of the bilingual advantage in conflict monitoring, inhibition or WM is found [53].

Far from ending, though, the debate around the bilingual advantage feeds from growing

evidence pointing towards both directions. Our data here, together with the recent findings of

no bilingual advantage in Basque-Spanish bilingual children [46,47] and seniors [49] addresses

whether this advantage in EF appears in truly bilingual speakers in a truly bilingual commu-

nity. And the answer this far, although it can only be extrapolated to comparable populations

and societies, is a robust no. The conclusions drawn from the analyses conducted in the pres-

ent article can only be circumscribed to a very specific kind of bilingual population, yet as

important as any other–balanced and native bilinguals immersed in a bilingual society, but we

believe that they are of crucial importance to better understand and reframe the current per-

spectives on the bilingual advantage debate. In the Basque society, the ratio of usage of Basque

and Spanish differs between age groups, regions and social spheres, being on average 20% of

the citizens older than 16 years who use Basque as much as or more than Spanish (according

to Basque Institute of Statistics, Eustat), and thus creating an heterogeneous linguistic mosaic

in which language use varies widely across social groups.

Therefore, we wonder whether the use of the EF that bilingualism asks for is strong enough

to provoke changes at the behavioural level. The argument for a bilingual advantage on execu-

tive control tasks rests on the idea that monolinguals do not switch between two languages,

since they only have one available. However, all human beings face situations in which they

have to inhibit salient responses constantly and monitor the environment, in both general

social situations and when performing concrete actions. For example, people do switch

between comprehension and production when they talk to somebody, they do switch and keep

their monitoring abilities strongly activated when they have to drive and talk to somebody, or

they inhibit salient responses when they have to adapt their speech and manners to different

social situations, which can range from casual to very formal. Thus, monolinguals also effi-

ciently use their switching, inhibitory and monitoring skills, and it is unclear whether language

switching in bilinguals imposes a heavier burden than the one imposed to everyone, monolin-

gual or bilingual, in their daily life. As an indicative example, even studies comparing inter-

preters—who are experts in extreme language control due to their frequent switching

demands–and monolinguals, fail to find any evidence of bilingual advantage in EF [95]. In

essence, the main perspective on the bilingual advantage hypothesis follows the assumption

that language control and general executive control functions are two completely overlapping

mechanisms (e.g. “Crucially, the mechanism that reduces attention to the non-relevant lan-

guage system is the same as that used to manage attention in all cognitive tasks”, [15], p.41),

that EF are domain-general and that they apply to every situation in which they are needed,

linguistic or not. Hence, training in one concrete aspect directly implies an improvement in

any other context where the same EF are needed. However, a different interpretation comes

from questioning the roots of the advantage: what if the EF were not as domain general as they

have been claimed to be? If they were, the performance in the four EF tasks used in this study

should positively correlate with each other, inasmuch as they are supposed to reflect the same

general ability. Our results clearly show that they do not, indicating different underlying mech-

anisms (in this same regard, see [30,68]). However, these correlations should be interpreted

with caution. A recent study by Hedge, Powell and Sumner [96] explains in detail that many

classical psychological tasks (like the ones typically used in the bilingual advantage literature)

produce robust and replicable effects due to their low between-participant variability. Because

of that, those tasks also feature small reliability for individual differences–measured as the abil-

ity of a task to consistently rank individuals at two or more time points–, showing a low corre-

lation with themselves at different time points. Therefore, it’s not surprising that cross-task
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correlation values are also low. Furthermore, Friedman and Miyake [97] addressed the “task

impurity” problem in the field of EF. They argued that the tasks used to measure inhibition

always measure the inhibition of something (e.g., vocal responses, hand responses, etcetera),

and processes other than pure inhibition are always involved in the performance. As a conse-

quence, low scores in such tasks do not necessarily involve low inhibitory abilities, and low

correlational values between tasks do not necessarily mean that they tap into different inhibi-

tory abilities, but may reflect individual variations in other relevant factors. However, it is

important to note that the degree of domain-specificity of the different EF components—espe-

cially switching and inhibition—has been recently questioned and tested using not only beha-

vioural but also neuroimaging measures, and results tend to indicate that the domain-

generality assumption is debatable at best [98–101]. Behaviourally, the performances in lin-

guistic and non-linguistic switching tasks do not correlate with each other (e.g.,[98,99,101]),

similarly to linguistic and non-linguistic inhibition tasks (such as the n-2 task, see [102]).

From the neural point of view, there is a strong overlap in the brain areas responsible for lin-

guistic and non-linguistic switching, but whether or not domain-general inhibition and lan-

guage control respond to the same brain mechanisms is still unclear [98,100,103,104].

Furthermore, and even in the very same field of language control, the most recent studies

speak of different language control mechanisms relying on different neural substrates when

applied to language comprehension and production [105]. If the domain-specificity of the EF

is true, it would invalidate the training transfer assumption that the bilingual advantage

hypothesis is based on.

On the other hand, the second hypothesis tested in the present article predicted a potential

bilingual advantage in WM skills. Following Baddeley’s model of WM [55], the results in the

Corsi task would be an index of participants’ visuo-spatial sketchpad, while the digit span

would reflect participants’ phonological loop system. We observed that bilinguals outper-

formed monolinguals in the backward versions of both the Corsi and the digit span tasks, with

no differences in the forward versions. As opposed to the EF, this cognitive ability might have

a stronger domain-general component: even though some authors have argued for separate

WM stores and mechanisms for different sensory domains (domain-specific WM, [55,106]),

others defend that the maintenance system that retains the stimuli is unitary (the domain-gen-

eral perspective, [65,107,108]) despite the existence of domain-specific stores of the WM.

Using neuroimaging techniques, some authors found different brain regions involved when

processing the stimuli from different domains [109–111] while some others found the same

region involved in memory maintenance no matter the domain [112–115]. Trying to solve this

issue, Li et al. [116] found functional networks responsible for domain-general and domain-

specific processes in WM. Interestingly, while specific networks showed an important role

only during encoding, domain-general networks showed load-dependent patterns during

encoding, maintenance and retrieval. Importantly, in our data (tasks 5–8), the differences were

found only in tasks that involved a more complex processing and retrieval (transforming the

encoded information to the backwards series) of the information stored, i.e. in the backward

conditions (see also [62]; for a bilingual advantage in more demanding memory tasks but not

in simple ones; and [117]; for results showing a bilingual advantage in inverse digit span

tasks). Precisely, the situations in which the domain general WM system would be required

[116]. Unlike the domain-specific networks, not susceptible to training transfer, domain-gen-

eral WM abilities are capable of improvement via enhancement of some different domain (like

bilingualism), and the existence of a transfer is worth considering as it has been shown that

training can improve WM (see [56–59], but see also [60], for evidence against the beneficial

effects of training in WM). An alternative potential explanation relies on the argument of

bilinguals having a larger combined vocabulary size in both of the languages than
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monolinguals do in their only language [118]. As bilinguals seem to rely more than monolin-

guals on short-term memory resources for word retrieval [119], it could indeed behave as a

training that transfers to other situations in which WM abilities are required, thus explaining

why bilinguals and monolinguals differ in WM abilities.

An interesting twist regarding the source of enhancement comes from the fact that both EF

and WM are strongly related [120], and differences in EF tend to correlate with differences in

WM [65], especially in demanding WM tasks that require storing and processing of informa-

tion [66]. Specifically, WM has been linked to the updating component of the EF (some argue

they are related but separable [68], others argue they can be equated [67]). Some authors have

argued that it is at the WM level that the bilingual advantage generates, and then, due to its

close relation with monitoring, this advantage is shown in EF tasks [63]. Along the same lines,

training WM abilities has been shown to improve EF skills as well [121]. On the other hand,

other authors argue that the bilingual advantage in EF stems from improved updating (i.e.,

monitoring) abilities (captured in the classic EF tasks as faster overall reaction times [27]),

which could be then translated to an indirect improvement of WM, given the close relation

between updating and WM. For example, Morales, Calvo and Bialystok [62] report a bilingual

advantage in WM tasks only when the EF demands imposed by the task are high, and therefore

they argue that it is the role of EF that improved bilinguals’ performance in WM (along the

same lines, see [117]. However, note again that the validity of these results is put to question by

the lack of control of several factors, such as ethnicity (the group of bilinguals is formed of

individuals with more than 15 different second languages, indicating significant linguistic and

probably ethnical differences) or SES (just parents’ educational level is reported, and very

scarcely). To our understanding, the results in the present study picture the opposite: the per-

formance in the EF tasks was similar for bilinguals and monolinguals, indicating no bilingual

advantage for our sample of native balanced bilinguals immersed in a bilingual society. On the

other hand, we consistently found a bilingual advantage in the backward WM tasks where

information has to be actively processed and retrieved in a complex way. In principle, the

absence of an advantage in EF could be arguably due to the ceiling effect that adults of this age

feature in EF abilities [122] that prevents any potential enhancement in EF from being cap-

tured. However, when random resampling analyses were conducted for a thousand times for

each different sample sizes, the bilingual advantage was found in some variable percentages of

the cases, so there was still room for differences. Interestingly, the sets that showed a bilingual

advantage also displayed an advantage in backward memory tasks in the majority of the cases,

as well as other unmatched factors such as SES. This dissonance makes us hypothesize that

bilingualism does improve WM abilities, and then this can–but does not necessarily have to–

translate into an enhancement of EF abilities when interacting with other factors, but not the

other way around. Had the advantage in memory been a consequence of EF functions, the

tasks employed to measure said functions (i.e., tasks 1–4) should have shown an advantage in

some of the dimensions as well. Furthermore, our findings show no general advantage in mon-

itoring–i.e., faster RTs–but better WM abilities. This supports the idea that these two con-

structs, even though often equated [67], might overlap but are different [68]. It also

strengthens the argument made by Namazi & Thordardottir [63], who found that bilingual

and monolingual children were equally successful at dealing with the Simon task, but those

with better visual WM scores performed better in the task. They concluded that the advantage

they found was related to children’s WM memory abilities, rather than bilingualism, and

highlighted that WM should held constant while investigating the effects of bilingualism in EF

abilities.

All in all, the results obtained from the 8 tasks conducted in the present study show a very

stable pattern. Firstly, native and balanced bilingualism does not improve bilinguals’ general
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EF abilities when compared to carefully matched monolingual counterparts. Secondly, bilin-

gualism improves WM when the task requires an active and complex processing and retrieval

of the encoded information. This pattern is interpreted as a consequence of the domain-speci-

ficity of the EF and the encoding processes of WM, and is thus not susceptible to be indirectly

trained. The load-dependence of the maintenance and retrieval of the encoded information in

WM tasks has been shown to be domain general. This makes the backward conditions of the

memory tasks suitable for improvement due to training transfer. Despite the information pro-

vided by the lack of correlation between the EF tasks, we did not collect any data testing other

aspects of EF abilities, and therefore this interpretation of the results is rather speculative.

As a general consideration, it should be born in mind that the conclusions derived from

this study are generalizable only to the populations and situations similar to the ones tested

here, that is, lifelong, native and balanced bilinguals (in particular the case of Basque-Spanish

bilinguals, see [46,47,49]). When different bilingual profiles are considered, the same patterns

are not completely guaranteed. For example, the factors of immigration and late bilingualism

should be specially considered for future debates and research. Immigration usually involves

moving to a different language-speaking country and it forces people to become bilingual, so it

often co-occurs with late bilingualism and both factors could be confounded when the signifi-

cant effects of bilingualism are explored (see [13,14,28,44,123,124], among others, for studies

reporting bilingual advantages that tested bilingual samples formed by mostly immigrant indi-

viduals). Immigrants, who generally happen to be bilinguals, could show some enhancements

maybe wrongly associated to bilingualism when compared to non-immigrants, who happen to

be monolinguals. It is still unclear whether those effects could be purely produced by a late

bilingualism, by being an immigrant, or a combination of both, and therefore future research

addressing those hypotheses is needed, to clarify the scenario regarding the impact of different

kinds of bilingualism and sociodemographic factors in EF.

Conclusions

The results from this set of tasks suggest that bilingualism is not enough to enhance young

bilingual adults’ EF skills relative to the ones of young monolingual adults. Both groups

behaved similarly in all the tasks, as measured by the different indices and conditions which,

importantly, did not correlate across tasks. Thus, it is argued that EFs are not as domain gen-

eral as they were believed to be, and therefore the hypothesis of a training transfer produced by

bilingualism is not supported. The results of the bootstrapping analysis indicate that when the

bilingual advantage in EF is found, it very often co-occurs with significant differences in socio-

demographic factors and memory abilities, suggesting that previous findings might have been

a consequence of unmatched factors.

From the results from the WM tasks we clearly see that there was no effect of bilingualism

in the easiest versions of the tasks (i.e., forward versions where only storing and repeating is

needed) but it does improve the WM skills required in backward tasks where storing, manipu-

lation and retrieval are used. We interpreted this selective bilingual advantage as based also in

the domain-specificity of some abilities. Previous findings have shown that encoding relays on

domain-specific WM, and therefore no training transfer would be expected. However, the

backward task has a stronger component of maintenance of information, manipulation, and

retrieval, which have been shown to be more domain-general, and consequently more suscep-

tible to training transfer.

The practical contributions of this work are twofold. Firstly, it is the first time that a bilin-

gual advantage is found in WM tasks in carefully matched large sample sizes of balanced and

native young adult bilinguals immersed in a bilingual society. Secondly, it emphasizes the need
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of the methodical sample matching, since we found no bilingual advantage in EF when sam-

ples were matched for known confounding factors. Importantly, the majority of the subsam-

ples that showed a significant bilingual advantage in the bootstrapping analysis co-occurred

with differences in other sociodemographic factors.

Altogether, the different analysis conducted with the current data and the previous findings

of the field lead us to conclude that the previous findings of a bilingual advantage in EF might

have been a product of the uncontrolled non-linguistic characteristics of the cohorts of partici-

pants tested. Instead, bilinguals seem to benefit from their idiosyncratic language context in

situations where an active use of the elements in the WM is needed, and it is in this context

when they outperform their monolingual peers. We believe that the results shown here will

help to reinterpret the theories behind the bilingual advantage theory and to narrow down the

scope in future research to help identifying the critical factors that make the bilingual advan-

tage to show up sometimes.
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